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Abstract: This paper for the most part manages the vitality dispersal of spillways through pressure driven bounce sort 

stilling bowls and an entire review of water driven elevate and other hydrodynamic powers has been given and correlation 

other vitality scattering is additionally considered. Likewise exchange incorporates that for concluding the basic plan of 

stilling bowl floor, elevate powers liable to be experienced by the individual floor stone monuments are required to be 

surveyed. Dispersal of the colossal vitality created at the base of a spillway at downstream is basic. Henceforth, bringing the 

stream into the downstream waterway to the typical (nearly pre-dam) condition in as shy of a separation as could 

reasonably be expected. This is important, not exclusively to shield the riverbed and banks from disintegration, yet in 

addition to guarantee that the dam itself and connecting structures like powerhouse, channel, and so forth are not 

undetermined by the high speed turbulent stream. Despite the fact that an assortment of gadgets are utilized for vitality 

dissemination at the base of spillways, the scattering of vitality is through interior grating and turbulence or effect and 

dispersion of the high speed stream in the mass of water. Different sorts of vitality dissipators are utilized to disperse active 

turbulence of water into potential reach at downstream. Elevate and channeling disappointments likewise have a principle 

concern.  

Keywords: Vitality Dissipatiors, Water powered Bounce and its sorts, Spillways, Sorts of Vitality Dissipators.  

1. INTRODUCTION   

A spillway is a pressure driven structure intended to avert overtopping of a dam at a place and to spill 

and discharge water as and when required. A repository will flood if its ability is not as much as the 

contrast between the volumes of inflow and surge. The spillway has five fundamental segments which 

shapes a vital piece of it. These are (a). a passage channel, (b). A control structure, (c). A release 

bearer, (d).An vitality disspator and (e).An outlet channel. The primary worry here is to delineate and 

depicts the upsides of fouth part i.e. vitality dissipators for spillway and its plan concern. Vitality 

disspators changes over potential vitality into motor vitality and afterward into turbulence lastly into 

warm. At the base of spillway, the scattering of vitality is through inward rubbing and turbulence and 

diffusin of high speed into mass of liquid as given in Khatsuriya R.M.(2005). Key sorts of vitality 

dissipators are have contemplated, thought about and the plan perspective and qualities of Stilling hop 

sort vitality.  

Spoljaric, A. et. al. (1982) considered the Temperamental dynamic power because of weight changes 

on the base of a vitality dissipator.Toso, J. W.and Groves, C. E.(1988) looked into on Extraordinary 

weights in pressure driven hop stilling basins.Farhoudi and Narayanan (1991) examined tentatively 

the drag constrain prompted by water powered bounce on confuse squares of stilling bowl 

downstream of conduit door. Firotto and Rinaldo (1992b) contemplated examined the highlights of 
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pressure driven hop downstream of floodgate entryway, where Froude number ranges between 5 to 

9.5. the capacity of incited dynamic power in stilling bowls was tentatively concentrated by Bellin and 

Firotto (1995).  

The present work would be given to examine and ponder the hydrodynamic plan parts of Stilling Hop 

sort vitality dissipators and the techniques for figuring elevate compel by systematic or exploratory 

means is additionally contemplated alongside comparision of different vitality dissipators. 

Additionally the qualities and properties of different powers activity on a stilling hop sort vitality 

dissipators are contemplated.  

2. SPILLWAYS AND Sorts OF SPILLWAYS  

A spillway has different capacities and furthermore there are diverse sorts of spillways which can be 

characterized by various criteria's.  

2.1 Elements of A Spillway:Seven capacities that can be appointed to spillway as talked about 

by Takasu et al. (1988).  

1) Maintaining ordinary waterway water capacities (remuneration water supply)  

2) Discharging water for usage  

3) Maintaining introductory water level in the surge control operation  

4) Controlling surges  

5) Controlling extra surges  

6) Releasing surplus water (securing dam and repository wellbeing)  

7) Lowering water levels (exhausting water levels in a crisis) 

2.2 Classification of Spillways 

 Spillways have been classified according to various criteria as shown below.  

1) According to the most prominent feature 

These following are of this types: Ogee spillway, Chute spillway, Side channel spillway, Shaft 

spillway, Siphon spillway, Straight drop or overfall spillway, Tunnel spillway/Culvert spillway, 

Labyrinth spillway andStepped spillway. 

2) According to Function 

Service spillway, Auxiliary spillway andFuse plug or emergency spillway 

3) According to Control Structure 

Gated spillway, Ungated spillway and Orifice of sluice spillway. 
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Fig. 1 Classification of spillways (A-1 to A-5 & C-1 to C-5) (shown in VischeretalSanfrancisco, 1988) 

 

3. ENERGY DISSIPATORS 

  Dissemination of the active vitality created at the base of a spillway is fundamental 

for bringing the stream into the downstream waterway to the ordinary (nearly pre-dam) 

condition in as shy of a separation as would be prudent. This is important, not exclusively to 

shield the riverbed and banks from disintegration, yet additionally to guarantee that the dam 

itself and connecting structures like powerhouse, waterway, and so forth are not 

underminedby the high speed turbulent flow.Although an assortment of gadgets are utilized 

for vitality dispersal at the base of spillways, the scattering of vitality is through inside 

rubbing and turbulence or effect and dissemination of the high speed stream in the mass of 

water. 

3.1 Classification of  EnergyDissipators 

 Energy dissipators for the spillways can be classified in several ways as mentioned 

below. Fog 1 shows types of energy dissipaters (D-1 to D-4). 

1) Based on Hydraulic Action 

 Turbulence and internal friction as in hydraulic jump stilling basins, roller buckets, 

and impact and pool diffusion as with ski jump buckets and plunge pools. 

2) Based on the Mode of Dissipation 

 Horizontal as in the hydraulic jump, vertical as with ski jump buckets/free jets, and 

oblique as with spatial and cross flows. The vertical dissipation may be in the downward 

direction as with free jets and plunge pools and in upward direction as with roller buckets. 

3. Based on Geometry or Form of the Main Flow 

 Situations involving sudden expansion, contraction, counter acting flows, impact, etc.  

4) Based On The Geometry Or Form Of The Structure 

 Stilling basin employs hydraulic jump with or without appurtenances like chute 

blocks, baffle piers, etc. Buckets (ski jump or flip buckets) include special shapes like 

serrated, dentated buckets, and roller buckets that are either solid roller bucket or slotted 

buckets.  
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3.2 Prinicipal Types of Energy Dissipators 

 The energy dissipators for spillways can be grouped under the following five 

categories: 

a) Hydraulic jump stilling basins 

b) Free jets and trajectory buckets 

c) Roller buckets 

d) Dissipation by spatial hydraulic jump 

e) Impact type energy dissipaters 

 Hydraulic jump stilling basins include horizontal and sloping aprons and basins 

equipped with energy dissipating appurtenances such as chute blocks, baffle piers, and 

dentated end sills. This is the most common type of energy dissipator for the spillways and 

outlets and effects up to 60% dissipation of the energy entering the basin, depending on the 

Froude number of the flow.  

 For heads exceeding about 100 m, hydraulic jump stilling basins are not 

recommended because of the problems associated with turbulence like intermittent cavitation, 

vibration, uplift, and hydrodynamic loading. 

 Free jets and trajectory buckets are not dissipators of energy in real sense. The bucket 

deflects the high velocity jet into the air and is made to strike the riverbed at a considerable 

distance from the structure. Any scour that may occur in the impingement zone remains away 

from the structure and hence does not endanger the stability of the structure.   

 Nappe splitters and dispersers contribute to the dissipation of energy by spreading and 

aerating the jet. Nevertheless, at some projects, problems of spray and retrogression of the 

scour hole towards the structure threatened the stability. Coupled with the plunge pools, part 

of energy of the deflected jet can be dissipated by pool diffusion. Roller buckets can be 

conceptualized as hydraulic jump on a curved floor, as its performance is closely related to 

the Froude number of the incoming flow. 

4. HYDRAULIC JUMP TYPE OF ENERGY DISSIPATOR 

 These are fundamentally be divided into two types.(1). Horizontal apron type and 

(2).Sloping apron type. 

 
Fig. 2: Horizonalapron Stilling Basin with end sill 
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Fig. 3: Sloping apron Stilling Basin with end sill 

4.1 Classification of Hydraulic Jump 

 Pressure driven bounces can be characterized by the geometrical shape, pre-hop 

Froude number of the stream relating it to the vitality dispersal effectiveness, or as a free, 

constrained, or submerged hop. In the principal classification, the bounce is assigned as 

established hop, A-sort, B-sort, C-sort, or D-sort. An established water driven hop is the 

progress from supercritical to sub-basic stream in a level kaleidoscopic channel. An A-

bounce is the water powered hop shaped at the intersection of a slanting channel with the 

level floor as appeared in Figure 4. In the event that the hop frames at an area on the incline 

yet closes on the level floor, it is named B-hop. The C-hop happens in slanting channels with 

a flat channel partition when the finish of the hop is situated at the intersection. In a D-

bounce, the whole hop is framed on the slanting segment. 

 
Fig. 4: Type of Hydraulic Jump  

 Hydraulic jumps have also been classified according to the pre-jump Froude number 

(F1). For values of F1 up to about 1.7, a slight ruffle on the water surface is the only apparent 

feature for such a jump, often termed as undular jump. For the higher range of F1, the 

classification is 

1) 1.7 to 2.5 (pre-jump): low energy loss. 

2) 2.5 to 4.5 (transition or oscillatory jump): energy loss 25 to 50. 

3) 4.5 to 9.0 (steady or good jump): energy loss 50 to 70. 

4) Greater than 9 (effective but rough jump): energy loss morethan 70. 

 
Fig. 5: Hydraulic Jump according to Froude number 

 

5. HYDRODYNAMIC DESIGN OF STILLING BASIN 

For settling the basic outline of stilling bowl floor, inspire powers prone to be 

experienced by the individual floor stone monuments are required to be surveyed. The 

evaluation of hydrodynamic inspire compel on the smock of the stilling bowl might 

be completed on a pressure driven model by estimation of hydrodynamic powers 

following up on stilling bowl utilizing transducers.  
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5.1 Hypothesis and Component of HYDRODYNAMIC Inspire  

 

The inspire compel underneath the cook's garment of the water powered hop could be 

caused because of one or blend of the accompanying:  

 

1)  Hydrodynamic inspire caused by the leakage angle underneath the stilling 

bowl.  

 

2)  Proliferation of undamped fluctuating weights beneath the coating i.e. at the 

solid shake interface, because of splits or unlocked joints between the boards causing 

inspire at whatever point immediate contrast between the weights on the upper and 

lower surface surpasses weight of the solid including jetty powers and is including 

safe haven powers and is acting upwards.  

 

The methodology with respect to assurance of the hydrostatic inspire because of 

leakage inclination has been institutionalized and accessible in the pertinent Indian 

Standard IS: 11527(1985). The strategy takes into account 50 % diminishment of the 

elevate constrain if satisfactory waste game plan beneath the smock has been given. 

Following the disappointment of stilling bowl smocks of a few dams, the idea of 

hydrodynamic inspire has increased extensive consideration..  

 

Amid a decades ago examinations have been done on hydrodynamic elevate powers. 

There are two strategies for surveying hydrodynamic elevate viz. in view of the 

estimation of fluctuating weights with their spatial relationship and direct estimation 

of power. Commitments by Bribiesca and Mariles(1979), Spoljaric and Hajdin 

(1982), Hajdin and stevanovic (1982), Lopardo and Henning (1985), Toso and Groves 

(1988) and fiorotto and Rinaldo (1992) included weight estimations. In every one of 

these examinations, engendering of fluctuating weights beneath the board was not 

considered. Concentrates by Peiquing et al (1996) have thought about this viewpoint. 

The other technique includes coordinate estimation of elevate drive utilizing power 

transducer.  

 

Farhoudi and Narayanan (1991) were the first to lead such an investigation. In their 

examinations in any case, spread of fluctuating weights underneath the board were not 

considered. Studies directed by Bellin and Fiorotto (1995) have considered such a 

spread and introduced a technique for figuring elevate drive.  

 

Different methodologies as demonstrated above can be connected to compute elevate 

power and thickness of smock piece and so on account of any stilling bowl for 

spillways.  

 

5.2 Estimation OF HYDRODYNAMIC Powers Following up on STILLING 

Basin 
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The most major issue with the water driven bounce dissipator is a greater amount of 

auxiliary quality as opposed to pressure driven productivity. Numerous cases of 

stilling bowls experiencing genuine harms emerging elevate, vibration, cavitation, 

scraped spot, and hydrodynamic stacking are there. The elevate of the cover piece 

could be caused because of one or a blend of the accompanying:  

 

1) Hydrostatic elevate caused by the leakage inclination beneath the stilling 

bowl.  

 

2) Intermittent weight discouragements because of turbulence, particularly in the 

underlying scope of the bounce. Such weights may cause suction impact on the upper 

face of the chunk, endeavoring to lift it from its position.  

 

3) Difference between the fluctuating weights on the upper and lower 

appearances of the piece stone monument. Such a distinction can come about because 

of the transmission of weight tops from the upper to the lower face of the piece, 

through uncovered development joints, splits, and so forth on the section. The inspire 

weights tending to lift the section are caused by the irregular change of active vitality 

into weight vitality, transmitted through any opening, joint, or split that might be in 

the cook's garment floor.  

 

This system represents a risk particularly at high Froude numbers and is highlighted 

by approaching turbulence by which the vitality is dispersed in the water powered 

hop. At the point when the weight winds up noticeably negative at a point on the 

cover, there might be a short nearby unsteadiness if there is a relentless elevate weight 

at the solid shake contact or at some other interface inside the thickness of the chunk. 

At the point when this elevate is more noteworthy than the submerged weight of the 

solid in addition to the water stack, the floor chunk is lifted up. Harm to many stilling 

bowls demonstrated that the likelihood of event of this negative blend is a long way 

from being insignificant.  

 

5.2.1 Analytical 

 

There are two techniques for surveying hydrodynamic inspire, one in view of estimation of 

fluctuating weights with their spatial relationship and another in view of direct estimation of 
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fluctuating force.Fig. 6 indicates water driven hop arrangement with documentations.

 
Fig. 6: Typical formation of hydraulic jump showing notations 

 

 

 

 

TABLE I :MEASUREMENT OF HYDRODYNAMIC UPLIFT 

 

MEASUREMENT OF HYDRODYNAMIC UPLIFT 

Measurement of pressure 

fluctuations 

Measurement of uplift 

force 

1. Bribiesta et al (1979) 1. Farhaudi et al (1991) 

2. Spaljaric et al (1982) 2. Bellin et al (1995) 

3. Hajdin et al (1982)  

4. Lopardo et al (1985)  

5. Toso et al (1988)  

6. Fiorotto (1992)  

 

5.2.2 Hydraulic Model Studies 

 Hydrodynamic model examinations would be an appropriate device for 

estimation of hydrodynamic inspire on the stilling bowl for concluding the basic plan 

of stilling bowl floor. Since the hydrodynamic elevate is caused because of the 

synchronous activity of fluctuating weights on the both upper and lower surfaces of 

the solid covering (because of transmission of fluctuating powers through unlocked 

joints, splits, and so forth.), it was wanted to quantify the inspire constrain specifically 

by a power transducer.The estimation framework ought to incorporate a power 

transducer coupled to a run of the mill board of stilling bowl section, whose flag yield 

was nourished to a PC based information obtaining framework. The information got 

from transducer framework will be examined utilizing factual strategies. The 

information shows the level of time a board encounter elevate constrain on the stilling 

bowl according to the position of the board. This investigation of elevate powers 

would be helpful in choosing the outline inspire drive for different boards thinking 

about the recurrence of surges, the span of surge and the quality of stays in the model.  

 

1) Instrumental Setup And Measurement Ststem  
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Pressure driven model examinations include running of the physical model for 

different release conditions, estimation of hydrodynamic elevate powers utilizing 

power transducers and measurable investigation of the information acquired. The 

power transducers are utilized to get the hydrodynamic weights following up on the 

stilling bowl section for various stacking conditions. A run of the mill constrain 

transducer is appeared in photograph 3 and area of implanted power transducers for 

an average model examinations in appeared in figure 7  

 

Fig. 7: Plan and Elevation of model installed with Force Transducers  

 

The estimation framework contains a power transducer coupled to a normal board of solid 

section lessened to demonstrate scale, which is segregated from rest of the structure such that 

2 mm wide holes around its four sides and at the base encouraged recreation of leakage of 

water through unlocked joints and thusly transmission of powers beneath the piece bringing 

about fluctuating powers. The estimation framework comprises of a power transducer with 

known limit (say 1-2kN) with an excitation voltage of 15 volts whose flag yield was 

sustained to a PC based Data Acquisition System. Figure 8 demonstrates points of interest of 

the association of stilling bowl floor chunk board to drive transducer. Figure 9 indicates 

points of interest and details of a common power transducer utilized for pressure driven 

model investigations. 

 
Fig. 8: Details of Transducer mounting on hydraulic model 

 
Fig. 9: Force Transducer details and specifications 

 

 A progression of tests are required to be directed to appraise the regular 

recurrence of power transducer framework and to decide whether the characteristic 
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recurrence of the hosing of the framework would impact estimation of powers, 

through reverberation impacts.  

 

Area of the transducer along the length of the stilling bowl is imperative and basic, 

since the pinnacle of the weight vacillations happen at an area which is represented by 

different parameters, for example, Froude's number, entrance condition, length of the 

bounce, as additionally whether the hop is submerged or unsubmerged.  

 

2) Conditions of Experiments  

 

1. The examinations are to be completed for a few dischargesfor MWL/FRL, 

keeping up ordinary tail water levels according to the Gage Discharge (G-Q) bend.  

 

2. The estimations are to be done for particular procurement time, say testing 

time of one millisecond to 10 milliseconds. The securing time ought to in truth 

compare to the season of outpouring hydrograph relating to different surges. Studies 

led by Bellin et al (1995) with procurement time shifting from 5 minutes to 20 hrs. 

demonstrated that an examination that a trial length of 30 minutes was tasteful for 

getting a decent estimation of the inspire co-productive in their investigations.  

 

3. An expand arrangement of seepage is required underneath the stilling floor 

with a system of half round channels associated with waste exhibitions and pump 

sump. In pressure driven model, recreation of depleting out of the drainage water 

aggregated under the section should be possible subjectively, in as much as that the 

fringe space between the burden of the transducer and whatever is left of the lodging 

could be opened and fixed as required, as appeared in figure 8.  

 

3) Statistical Analysis of the Data  

 

The stilling bowl floor would encounter the dynamic throbs which could cause inspire 

and downthrust as appeared in run of the mill time history records procured from the 

estimation appeared in fig 10. Be that as it may, because of inactivity, concrete in the 

thick chunk of the stilling bowl with stays at the base would not react to the prompt 

pinnacle of the elevate weights as quick as they happen. This time slack is 

recommended of a supported close normal estimation of inspire powers which would 

be more fitting for the basic plan of the stilling bowl floor instead of transient 

pinnacle estimations of significantly higher extent.  

 

Along these lines, comes about be dissected to get:  

1) Time normal estimation of inspire drive, considering just elevate some portion 

of the time history record (without considering the downthrust).  

2) Probability of time span of inspire powers of different extents.  
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Information to be examined for the whole run time (say of 30 minutes) of tests for various 

releases for different boards to acquire crest estimations of inspire and downthrust, mean and 

RMS estimations of elevate time of the time history records. 

 

Fig. 10: Time History Record and variation in forces at different discharges 

 The analysis should be in terms of cumulative probability (percentage of time) 

corresponding to forces of different magnitudes. This gives the percentage of time a panel 

experienceuplift force. 

6. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The present work manages the hydrodynamic plan parts of Stilling Jump sort vitality 

dissipators alongside correlation of different vitality dissipators. Additionally the qualities 

and properties of different powers following up on a stilling bounce sort vitality dissipatoris 

studied.Various techniques for ascertaining the Uplift drive/drag either scientifically and 

tentatively are specified in paper. How the examinations are completed and how the power 

transducers are utilized to gauge and align the powers is additionally talked about.  

In India Stilling Jump sort vitality dissipators with just a single end ledge is adequate to 

scatter the vitality in Himalayan and plain locale on the grounds that the speed of waterways 

in those territories are high. Other vitality dissipators, for example, Trajectory pail, roller 

containers with puzzle pieces ought to be utilized to build speed in a low-speed waterway 

streaming in any area.  Here after this examination we can prescribe that different vitality 

disspators might be utilized as necessity and exploratory investigation and further research 

might be improved the situation evaluating the inspire and hydrodynamic powers on vitality 

dissipators. Additionally Hydraulic bounce sort vitality dissipator isn't suggested for head 

over 100 meter. 
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